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There is at the present time almost a complete absence of works on ex
perimental pharmacodynamics in the English language. Books by Jackson,

oilman and Dixon are completely out of date and two books on the subject
by Burn - Biological Standardization and Experimental Pharmacology-,
though extremely valuable are limited in their scope. The student of phar
macology and experimental medicine looking for techniques will, therefore,
find this volume a timely arrival.

As the authors state in their preface the present work is not a convention
al laboratory manual only. It will also serve as an introduction to pharma
cology, supplementing the text books on this subject which do not, as a rule,
correlate the results and conclusions of this science with the experimental me
thods by which they are achieved.

The book is divided into twelve chapters. The first chapter deals with
the methods of general pharmacology; the remaining eleven are concerned
with the pharmacology of the organ systems. There is an appendix at the end
on prescription writing. In each chapter there is a brief but lucid exposition
of the theoretical ground work followed by suitable experiments and finally
a corrdation of the theory with the practice. The bibliography at the end of
of each chapter offers useful suggestions for further reading.

Koppanyi and Karczmar have provided a good manual for the under
graduates. I hope they will now compile another, for graduate student and the
research worker. A work of this nature comprising newer and modern techniques'
on electrophysiology and modern screening methods is now a long felt want.
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A THERAP1WTIC INDEX BY C. M. MILLER AND B. K. EUENBROGEN, p. 156, LONDON;

BAILLIERE, TINDALL AND COX, 1957. PRICE 12s. 6d. SECOND EDITION.

( In a small pocket size book of 150 pages the authors have condensed
what is useful in modern therapeutics. In addition to the index of treatment,
there are useful appendices on practical procedures, useful diets, normal values,
dosage tables, infectious fevers & approximate equivalents and conversion
factors. 'the book will prove useful to students.• housemen & practitioners.
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